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Complexity measures and provable recursive functions (p-functions) are combined 
to define a p-measure as a measure for which Blum’s axioms can be proved in a given 
axiomatic system. For p-measures, it is shown that the complexity class of a p-function 
contains only p-functions and that all p-functions form a single complexity class. Various 
other classes and a variation of a complexity measure, all suggested by the notion of 
provability, are also investigated. Classical results in complexity theory remain true when 
relativized to p-functions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The theory of provable recursive functions was studied by Patrick Fischer in [5]. 
Given a formal system S containing second order arithmetic, a recursive function is 
called provable (in 5’) if there exists an algorithm which computes it and which can be 
proved (in S) to be total. Such functions are usually called p-functions. 
The class of p-functions is interesting because these are the functions we usually work 
with in practice. For example, part of the literature on numerical methods for (partial) 
differential equations consists of proofs that certain finite difference schemes converge, 
and this means that a computer program based on such methods is a p-function. Besides 
that, all well-written computer programs have built-in checks to make sure that they 
terminate, making them p-functions. 
Another reason for studying p-functions is the not-unjustified claim that the class of 
all partial recursive functions is far too large to be of real practical interest. This claim 
has led to the consideration of various smaller classes of functions among which p- 
functions have a natural place. Furthermore, the notion of provability has been of interest 
in recent years with the study of correctness and equivalence of programs. 
We consider the class of p-functions from the aspect of abstract computational com- 
plexity. Typical questions which arise are the following: Do classical results in computa- 
tional complexity remain true when relativized to p-functions ? What can be said about 
the complexity class of a p-function ? What about classes of functions defined by provable 
conditions ? 
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When trying to answer these questions it becomes clear that if a meaningful connection 
is to be made between “provability” and complexity, then Blum’s axioms for the com- 
plexity measure should be provable in S. We call such a measure a p-measure. Requiring 
our measure to be provable can be justified by the fact that we are dealing only with 
p-functions and that in practice complexity measures are provable. Note however that 
from S, we can construct a measure for which Blum’s axioms are not provable in S; and, 
given such a measure, we can add a suitable formalization of “the measure obeys Blum’s 
axioms” (see Def. 2.2) as an axiom and obtain a new system in which the measure is 
provable. P-measures were also considered by P. Young independently in [g]. 
The main results for complexity classes of p-functions are Theorems 1 and 2 below. 
THEOREM 1. If the complexity measure is provable then the complexity class of a p- 
function contains only p-functions. 
This means that if the complexity of an algorithm is smaller (almost everywhere) than 
ap-function, then the function computed by that algorithm is ap-function. Note that this 
does not imply that the given algorithm is itself provably total but rather that the same 
function can be computed by some (possibly different) provably total algorithm. A case 
in point is an example by Hartmanis and Stearns [7] of a non-provably total algorithm 
with run time of n2. This run time is a p-function and so by Theorem 1 the function 
computed by that algorithm is a p-function. 
From Theorem 1 and the Union Theorem [6, p. 4671 we get: 
THEOREM 2. All p-functions form a single complexity class. 
Theorems 1 and 2 are proved in section 3. In section 4 we explain why classical results 
in complexity theory can be relativized to p-functions and bring a few examples. 
Section 5 deals with various classes of functions which can be defined by provable 
conditions. In section 6 we turn to a slight variation of the notion of a complexity measure, 
suggested by the fact that although some computations do not halt, it may be possible 
to prove this and stop the computation. 
2. DEFINITIONS 
Following Fischer [5], let S be a formal axiomatic system containing second order 
arithmetic and at least the following symbols: 
connectors : *, “P--t, - 
quantifiers : 3, V 
predicate symbols : E, = 
function symbols : +, ., s (successor function) and a function symbol for 
exponentiation. 
individual constant : 0 
individual variables : x, y, x,... 
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Denote s(O) by l,..., s(n - 1) by n for every n. 
Let+o,h,~z,... be an acceptable Giidel enumeration of all partial recursive functions. 
We denote the i’th machine by M; . We say that i is an index for!(n) if & = f. 
As in [S], let M(x, y, z, w) be a formula in 5’ which expresses in S the primitive 
recursive relation of i, j, k, I if? the i’th algorithm applied to input j gives output k in not 
more than 2 steps. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Mi is prowable (in S) if 
‘--s vy 32 3wM(i, Y, x> 4 
We write p-algorithm for provable algorithm. A function f(n) is called provable (a 
p-function) if it can be computed by ap-algorithm. 
Note that when we say “#i is a p-function” we do not mean that Mi is ap-algorithm, 
but rather that +i can be computed by some p-algorithm. By recursive function we always 
mean total recursive. 
We further assume that S is sound for elementary number theory, i.e., no formula 
which is false in the standard model of arithmetic can be proved in S. 
We recall that CPi(n) is a complexity measure [2] if: 
(1) The function 
b(i, n, m >= I:, 
is recursive. 
(2) Domain Sp, = Domain #i . 
if D*(n) = m 
otherwise 
DEFINITION 2.2. A complexity measure Q, is called a provable complexity measure 
(p-measure) if there exists an index a,, such that 
(1) &I,, is a p-algorithm, 
(2) for all i, n, m, #,(2’ -3j . 5m) = O&i, 12, m), 
(3) * vx Vy[3z 3wM(n,, 2” - 33/ * 5”, 1, w) t-) 3.z 3wM(x, y, z, w)]. 
(1) and (2) imply that B0 is a p-function. (3) implies that “Domain Gi = Domain +i” 
is a theorem of S. 
Unless stated otherwise, we shall assume from now on that Q, is Q fixed poetable com- 
plexity measure, and that n,, is a fixed index for &, as above. 
DEFINITION 2.3. (a) We say that a condition on n (natural number) is true almost 
everywhere (a.e.) if it is true for all but finitely many values of n. 
(b) A condition on n is true infinitely often (i.0.) if it is true for infinitely many 
values of n. 
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DEFINITION 2.4. The complexity class of a functionf is the set 
C, = {$i j +i is total and Gi(n) <f(n) a.e.} 
3. COMPLEXITY CLASSES OF P-FUNCTIONS 
In this section we prove that the complexity of a p-algorithm is a p-function, and then 
prove Theorems 1 and 2. 
THEOREM 3.1. If MS is a p-algorithm then Qi(n) is a p-function. Furthermore, a p- 
algorithm for ai can be effectively constructed from &Ii . 
Proof. Let n, be an index for 0@ as in Definition 2.2. Deline algorithm M which 
operates as follows for every input n: using M,,, , M starts computing the sequence 
8,(i, 71, 0), 8,(i, 71, 1) ,..., B&, n, h),... 
until the value 1 is obtained. If k is the first number such that &(i, n, k) = 1, M gives K 
as output and stops. Obviously, M computes ai . We shall prove that M is a 
p-algorithm: 
(1) M%, is provable, therefore it is provable that for every m, the computation of 
&,(2( * 3” * 5”) terminates, i.e. the computation of every element of the sequence 
terminates. 
(2) Mi is a p-algorithm. 
(3) “Domain & = Domain Qi” is a theorem of S. 
(2) and (3) imply (in S) that for every n there exists K such that &(i, n, K) = 1. There- 
fore M is a p-algorithm. 
The above is obviously an effective procedure for constructing M from Mi . fi 
THEOREM 1. If f is a p-function and g E C, then g is a p-function. 
Proof. Let Mj be a p-algorithm which computes f. Since g E C, , it follows that g is 
total and that there exists an index i for g such that Qi(n) < f(n) a.e. Therefore there 
exists a number N such that if n > N then Di(n) < f(n). 
We shall now construct a provable algorithm M for g which operates as follows for 
any given input n: 
(1) For n < N, M has the values ofg(n) in a table look-up, M prints g(n) and halts. 
(2) If n > N, M simulates Mj on n until it obtains the value m = f (n). 
(3) Using M,,, (the p-algorithm for f3,), M computes 
&(i, 71, 0) ,..., &(i, 12, m). 
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(4) If in stage 3 all values for B0 are different from 1, print 0 and halt. (This won’t 
happen in our case, but 4 is necessary for M to be properly defined and provable.) 
(5) If B@(i, 11, K) = 1 for some 0 < k < m, M simulates Mi on 1~. If and when Mi 
halts on n, M prints the result, g(n), and halts. 
For n < N, M obviously computes &(n). For n > N, @((n) <(f(n). Therefore for 
K = ai( we get 0 < K < m and B,(i, n, K) = 1, and so the computation will proceed 
to stage 5. Therefore M computes +i = g. 
We prove that M is a p-algorithm by going through the stages of a computation: 
(1) A table look-up is obviously a process which can be proved (in S) to terminate. 
(2) M, is ap-algorithm and so stage 2 can be proved in 5’ to terminate. 
(3) M”, is a p-algorithm and so the computation of a finite sequence, using M”, , 
can be proved to terminate. 
(4) Immediate. 
(5) Recall condition 3 of Definition 2.2 (“Domain @i = Domain #i” is provable 
in S). Condition 3 implies (in S) that if B@(i, s, K) = 1 then Mi halts on n. 
Therefore M is a p-algorithm. a 
COROLLARY 3.2. If & is total and Q,(n) < @j(n) a.e., where Mj is ap-algorithm, then 
& is a p-function. 
Proof. & E C@, and by Theorem 3.1 Dj(n) is a p-function. Therefore by Theorem 1, 
& is a p-function. [ 
Theorem 1 means that a function whose complexity is bounded by a p-function is also 
a p-function. In contrast, restricting the value of a function by a p-function does not make 
it a p-function, as shown by the following example: 
EXAMPLE 3.3, The theorems of S can be recursively enumerated, and so the 
p-functions can be recursively enumerated. Let p, , p, ,... be such an enumeration. 
Define 
if p,(n) = 1 
f(n) = 1; O.W. 
f(n) is recursive, (0, l&valued and different from every p-function. 
For the proof of Theorem 2, we bring the Union Theorem as stated in [a. 
UNION THEOREM. Let (fi ] i = 0, I,...} be a r.e. set of recursive functions such that 
for all i, n, fi(n) < fi+l(n), Then there exists a recursive t such that C, = (J,“,, Cfi . 
THEOREM 2. There exists a recursive function t such that C, is the set of al/p-functions. 
Proof. As mentioned in Example 3.3, the theorems of S can be recursively enumerated. 
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Let r(n) be a recursive enumeration of all p-algorithms, so {&) ) i = 0, l,...) is the set 
of all p-functions. 
We define a r.e. set of functions as follows: 
{fi / i = 0, l,...} is a set of functions as required in the Union Theorem. By Theorem 
3.1, Qrcc) is a p-function and so every fi is a p-function. Therefore by Theorem 1, every 
complexity class Cji contains only p-functions. 
On the other hand, if g(n) is a p-function then for some i, g = &) . Now DTci,(n) < 
fi(n) and therefore g E CT, . Therefore uz, Cti is the set of all p-functions, and the con- 
clusion follows from the Union Theorem. 1 
4. RELATIVIZATION OF COMPLEXITY THEOREMS TO P-FUNCTIONS 
In this section we look at some of the classical results in complexity theory and explain 
why they can be relativized to p-functions. By relativization of a theorem we mean the 
statement obtained from the theorem by replacing the words “complexity measure” 
and “total function” by the words “p-measure” and p-function” respectively. 
The reason why relativized versions are usually true is that when the original theorems 
are of a “constructive” type, and the measure is provable and the given functions are 
provably total, then the proofs that the constructed functions are total can be given in S. 
Therefore the constructed functions are p-functions. Furthermore, if (some of) the 
assumptions of the original theorems are provable in S then (some of) the consequences 
and properties of the constructed functions are also provable in S. 
There is nothing unexpected in these observations and they are only brought in answer 
to probable questions concerning relativization. 
Only a few examples of such relativized theorems are brought, and the reader should 
then have no difficulty in checking other results. The following is the relativized version 
of the existence of arbitrarily complex (a.e.) functions: 
THEOREM 4.1. Let f be any p-function. There exists a p-function g such that if i is any 
index for g (Mi not necessarily provable) then 
Qi(n) > f(n) a.e. 
Any of the proofs in [2] or [6j can be used to construct g and to prove (in S) that g 
is total. The following is the relativized version of the speed-up theorem as stated in [6j. 
However, for an extensive treatment of speed-up for p-functions and for provably 
equivalent programs, see [S]. 
THEOREM 4.2. (speed-up for p-functions). If @ is a p-measure such that for every i 
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and n, Q<(n) 3 n, r(n) a recursive function bounded by a p-function, then there exists a 
p-function g with the following property: If& = g (Mi no necessarily a p-algorithm) then t 
there exists an index j sub that dj = g, Mj is a p-algorithm and Di(n) > r(aj(n)) a.e. 
The proof, given in [4], follows the lines of [q and consists of checking that all parts 
of the proof can be carried out in S. The theorem is first proved for the measure L<(n) 
of number of tape cells used by Mi on input n. Since Blum’s axioms for &(n) can be 
proved in second order arithmetic which is contained in S, L,(n) is ap-measure. The result 
is then extended to any p-measure by use of the relativized version of the fact that any 
two measures are recursively related [6, Theorem 41. 
Note that if in Theorem 4.2 we replace the requirement “& = g” by “& is provably 
equivalent to g”, then the proof that #Q = g can be carried out in S, and so & is also 
provably equivalent to g. Therefore g has a speed-up among its provably equivalent algo- 
rithms as well as among all p-functions. The next theorem shows that the boundedness 
of r is (almost) necessary: 
THEOREM 4.3. If r is monotonic increasing and not bounded by any p-function, then no 
p-function has a speed-up by factor r. 
Proof. Assume to the contrary that g is a p-function which has a speed-up. Let M, 
be any p-algorithm for g and j another index for g such that Qi(n) > r(Oi(n)) a.e. If 
we assume, as in Theorem 4.2, that Qj(n) > n we get Qi(n) > r(tl) a.e. By Theorem 3.1, 
O*(n) is a p-function and so r is bounded a.e. by a p-function, which contradicts our 
assumption. (The “a.e.” can be dropped because a total function equal a.e. to ap-function 
is also a p-function.) 1 
Is speed-up by factor r always effective ? As shown by Blum [3], speed-up by factor r 
is not effective when r is sufficiently large, and the bound given in [3] is certainly low 
enough to include p-functions. 
The following is a relativization of the Gap Theorem as stated in [q: 
THEOREM 4.4. If r(n) is a p-function such that r(n) > n then there exists a p-function t, 
monotonically increasing such that C, = C,,, . Furthermore, the monotonicity of t can also 
be proved in S. 
5. CLASES OF FUNCTIONS DEFINED BY PROVABLE CONDITIONS 
In this section we consider various possible classes of functions, all suggested by the 
notion of provability. 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let +i be any total function. We define conditions (a), (b) and (l)-(4) 
on j and i as follows: 
(a) M, is ap-algorithm. (1) cD~ < CJ$ a.e. 
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(b) +j is a p-function. (2) br E C& * 
(3) ‘3: Pi G 4i a.-=.) 
(4) 7 (43 E G) 
Denote by Pku, Ptib, k = I,..., 4, the set of all functions & for which conditions (a), 
(b) respectively and k, hold. Obviously these are dependent on & . 
When we write ~~j < & a.e.) we mean that a suitable formalization of the following 
statement is provable: “The complexity of machine Mj (as given by MnO , see Definition 
2.2) is less than or equal to, a.e., the function computed by machine Mi’. +j E Cbi means 
V$L = $3 * @J < +i a.e.), and by 41 = (bj we mean that the functions computed by 
machines M, and Mi are equal. 
THEOREM 5.2. (1) PI” = Pz” = Pz”. 
(2) P3a c PI” _c Ps”. 
(3) P3a c P,” _c P4b c Pz”. 
(4) P3a c Pa” c P4b c Pz”. 
Proof. The following is obvious: for all 1 < k < 4, Pka C Pkb and PI” C Pzx, 
P,” C PI”, P3* 2 Paz, Pdz C Pzz where x = a or x = b. (1) We have Pza C Pzb > Plb. Let 
AEp: = #Q is a p-function and sbj E C6, + 3Z(+j = & A Qpl < #i a.e.) =G- +I is a 
p-function and @, < q$ a.e. Therefore q$ = $1 E PI”. Therefore PI” = Pzb. 
Since (bj is a p-function, there exists an index k such that Mk: is a p-algorithm and 
#Q = +j . Therefore & E Pza, i.e., +j E Pza. Therefore Pza = P:. 
(2)-(4) follow from (1) and the above-mentioned inclusion properties. 1 
We turn now to the question of whether the inclusion relations are proper. The next 
theorem gives some partial answers. We write Pka(S), Pkb(S) to express the dependence 
of these sets on S. 
THEOREM 5.3. (1) P,” and Pda are r.e. 
(2) If +i is a p-function then Pza = Cm, , and if, further, Cbi is r.e., there exists an 
extension S’ of S, also sound for elementary number theory such that 
P4=(S’) = P,b(s’) = P,a(S’) = P,qS). 
(3) There exists a p-measure @ and a p-function +bi such that Pza is not r.e. (and 
therefore P4a & Pza). 
(4) There exists a p-function $i such that Pza 2 PIa. 
PYOO~. (1) The theorems of S form an r.e. set and therefore P,Q and P4a are r.e. 
(2) If Ci is a p-function then C,, contains only p-functions, therefore C,, = Pzb = 
Pza. Therefore, any extension S’ of i will leave Pza unchanged. 
1 
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Assume now that Cd* is r.e., and let 1 be an index s.t. Cm, = {$bz(k. 1 k = 0, 1, 2 ,.... } 
For every k = 0, l,..., define A, to be the following sentence: “M+) is total and 
&(l~) E Cdj”. This sentence can be formalized in S. Since & is a recursive function, 
{Ak ) k = 0, l,...} is a recursive axiom-scheme. Let S’ be the theory obtained from S by 
adjoining this axiom-scheme. 5” is also sound for elementary number theory because every 
A, is true. We show now that Pza _C PdQ(S’). Let & E Pz” = Cd, . Therefore there exists k 
such that & = $dl(k) . But &+l E P,a(S’) and so k E P4a($“). Therefore Pza _C Paa( 
Together with part 4 of Theorem 5.2, this gives the required result. 
(3) The existence of Q, and recursive t s.t. C, is not r.e. is shown in [6, Theorem 111. 
t is in fact 0, and is therefore a p-function. The proof that @ is a complexity measure 
can be given in S, and therefore Sp is ap-measure. According to (2), C, = Pza, therefore 
Pza is not r.e. 
(4) In [7, P. 211 an example is given of an algorithm whose run time is n2, but for 
which there is no proof that it runs in time <2”. The construction is such that the algo- 
rithm halts in exactly n2 steps or exactly 2” steps, so it is a p-algorithm. So for &(n) = n2, 
the function computed by that algorithm is in PIa but not in Psa. i 
6. A MODIFIED COMPLEXITY MEASURE 
We now turn to a slight modification of the notion of complexity, suggested by the 
idea that the theorems of S can be recursively enumerated. Let M be a machine which 
has as input two integers i, n. M searches through the theorems of S until it finds a 
theorem which states that machine Mi does not halt on input n. To calculate &(n), 
set machine Mi to work on input n and machine M to work (in parallel) on the pair (;, n). 
The computation stops if (and only if) either Mi halts on n, or M has discovered a proof 
that M, will not halt on input n. Define the complexity Qi(n) to be the number of steps 
(or any other measure) required by Mi to compute y&(n) or the number of steps required 
by M to find the proof that Mi will not halt on input n. If Mi does not halt on input n 
and no such proof can be found, then Qi(n) is undefined. 
If Di(n) is defined, we can distinguish between the two cases (1) &(n) defined, and (2) 
&(n) undefined and “&(n) undefined” is a theorem of S. Such a measure di would 
therefore obey the following axioms: 
(1) Domain +$ _C Domain Di . 
(2) The function 
if Df(n) = m 
otherwise. 
is recursive. 
(3) There is a partial recursive function &i, n) such that if Q,(n) is defined then 
q@(i, n) is defined and 
rl& 4 = I ’ 
if &(n) is defined 
0 otherwise. 
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These are exactly the axioms for what G. Ausiello [I] called a “weak complexity 
measure.” Basic properties of this type of measure can be found in [l]. The above 
example probably lends further justification to the study of weak complexity measures. 
For related work see J. Hartmanis, Relations between diagonalization, proof systems, 
and complexity gaps, Theor. Cornput. Sci. 8 (1979), 239-253. 
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